











































































































A watch is placed on the table so that its minute
hand points north east How many minutes pass before
the minute hand points northwest for the First time

12 11 12l g r r It needs to go From
2 O

y 2 to 10 8 5 40min
3 9 o

plus an extra Smin

Halfway between Halfway between
makes 45

I 2 10 11

The Slovenian hydra has 5 heads Every time a head is
chopped off five new heads grow Six heads are
chopped off one by one How many heads will the
hydra Finally have
When a head is chopped the net increase is 5 1 4 heads
There are initially five heads and 6 chops are made so the

Final number of heads is 5 6 4 29
Each of the nine paths in a park is 100m long
Ann wants to go From X to Y without going along
any path more than once What is the length of the

longest route she can choose

Since we can't repeat paths only one

of the paths connected to X can be
used if both are used then she

y would leave X through one reenter X

through the other and then be

unable to leave

Similarly it is only possible for her
to use one of the paths














































































































Connected to Y
So a maximum of 7 paths can

be used
L n L

Y It is possible to find a route

using 7

So the answer is 700M

The diagram shows two triangles In how many ways
can you choose two vertices one in each triangle
so that the straight line through the two vertices does

not cross either triangle

We can choose pairs CA Dl AC Bic and B E
so the answer is 4

A D

E
B on

Werner folds a sheet of paper as shown and makes

two straight cuts He then opens up the paper again
Which of the Following shapes cannot be the result
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In each of the following expressions the number 8

is to be replaced by a fixed positive number other than

8 In which expression do you get the same result whatever

positive number is chosen

A 8 g B
8x8tg8

C 8 8 8 8

D 18 8 81 8 E 8 888
Replace the 8 s by the pronumeral x

A 2 t x z Since l is the only
expression which is

B x 21 2 independent of 74x

C x x n t x 2x the answer must be E

D 2x x x x

C 2k Ka I














































































































Langa forms two 4 digit numbers using each of the digits
I to 8 exactly once Kanga wants the sum of the two
numbers to be as small as possible what is this value
To minimise the sum minimise the numbers themselves
We want in some order 1 and 2 in the 103 place 3

2 1And 4 in the 10 place 5 and 6 in the Io place and
7 and 8 in the 100 place

7So sum 12345g g t

38 25

Mrs Gardner has beds For peas and strawberries in

her rectangular garden This year by moving the boundary

between them she changed her rectangular pea bed to a

square by lengthening one of its sides by 3 metres As a

result of this change the area of the strawberry bed
reduced by 15M What was the area of the pea bed

before the change
Previous beds New beds

Peas
Peas

Strawberries

Strawberries

Suppose the garden bed has width W and that

initially the pea bed had height p and the strawberry
bed had height s














































































































W W

p Peas
Peas W

S strawberries

strawberries pts w

w w

we have w pt3
w

strawberries pts pts
s 3

The new area of the strawberry bed is WCS 3

We have WCS 3 t 15 WS

3W t IS O

w 5
and so p w 3 2
Hence the area of the pea bed before the
change was

Wp 5 2 Ion
Barbara wants to complete the diagram below by
inserting 3 numbers into the empty cells She wants

the sum of the First three numbers to be 100

the sum of the middle three numbers to be 200 and
the sum of the last three numbers to be 300

What number should she put in the middle cell















































































































101 I I 1130

Suppose the numbers she inserts are a b c

O al b l c 1130
Then

10 ta t b 100 atb 90
at btc zoo c 110
btc t 130 300 b t 110 t 130 300

b 300 240

60
Find x

By supplementary angles
the

blue angle is

180 93 870
and the green angle is

180 100 80

By angle sum of a triangle
the red angle is

180 80 58 420

By vertically opposite angles















































































































the purple angle is 420

By angle sum of a triangle
X 180 87 42 510

Four cards each have a number written on one side
and a phrase written on the other The Four phrases
are divisible by 7 prime odd greater than 100 and
the Four numbers are 2,5 7 12 On each card the

number does not have the property written on the other

side What number is written on the same card as

the phrase greater than 100
The only number which is not prime is 12 so

those must be paired
The only remaining number which is not odd is 2
so those must be paired
The only remaining number which is not divisible by 7
is 5 so those must be paired
Hence the answer is 7
Three small equilateral triangles of the same size

are cut From the corners of a larger equilateral triangle
with sides 6cm as shown The sum of the perimeters
of the three small triangles is equal to the perimeter
of the remaining hexagon What is the side length
of one of the small triangles

Suppose the small triangles have side
length x

The sum of the perimeters of the















































































































small triangles is 3 3 x 9x

The perimeter of the hexagon
x is

6 2 3K t 316 2x
3 K t 18 Gu
18 32C

x
so 18 3k 9h

1221 18 x 1.5cm
A piece of cheese was cut into a large number of
pieces During the course of the day a number of mice came

and stole some pieces watched by the lazy cat Ginger
Ginger noticed that each mouse stole a different number
of pieces that each mouse stole Fewer than 10 pieces
and that no mouse stole exactly twice as many pieces
as any other mouse What is the largest number of
mice that Ginger could have seen stealing cheese

Each mouse could steal between 1 and 9 pieces
It is not possible to steal both 3 and 6 pieces

Only two of the following numbers can be included 1,2

4,8
So from the set 1,2 3 4 6 83 at most

three numbers can actually be used

Additionally mice can steal 5,7 and 9 pieces So

the maximum number of mice is 3 3 6
At the airport there is a moving walkway 500M long
which moves at speed 4km h Andrew and Bill step onto

the walkway at the same time Andrew walks with a speed














































































































of 6km h on the walkway while Bill stands still

When Andrew comes to the end of the walkway how far

ahead of Bill is he

Bill takes
time dist

Feed 4 f of an hour

to get to the end 7.5 min

Andrew takes
time dit 0.05 of an hour

speed
0546

to get to the end 3 min
In 3 min Bill travels

dist _speed x time Lix to Is km
200M

So he is 300M behind Andrew
A Lube is being rolled on a plane so that it turns
around its edges Its bottom Face passes through the

positions 12,3 4,5 6,7 in that order as shown Which

of these two positions were occupied by the same Face

of the cube














































































































Imagine that the cube is a die

Place it on the 1 space with 1 Facing down 2 on

the right and 3 on the Front

T s

e
It

i E
2

I roll 2 73

3
4

z 67 EY 2 3 s

r r
T T
4 6

roll 14 5

IT 6

It
s

I














































































































So the answer rollf G 7

is 1 and 6 2
4

I s 6

4

Rick has 5 cubes when he arranges them From

smallest to largest the difference between the heights

of two neighbouring cubes is always 2cm The largest

cube is as high as a tower built of the two

smallest cubes How high is a tower built of all

5 cubes

Suppose the smallest cube has side length x

Then the other cubes have side length 21 2 xt4

Rtb at 8
We have

Kt 8 X t k t2

2x t 2

x 6

So a tower built of all five cubes has height
61 8 t lo t 121 14 50 cm
















































































































In the diagram WXYZ is a square M is the
midpoint of WI and MN is perpendicular to WY

What is the ratio of the area of the shaded triangle
MNY to the area of the square

Suppose the square
2x has side length 2x

Then WM MZ x

Note that WY is a

diagonal of the
square so2x 2x
LYWM 450

Hence AWNM is

a right angled
x x isosceles triangle

Let WN

Then
y 2g xy

y E
Vzx
















































































































We have Area of Area of
shaded region square

Note that Area of square 2x 4
2

Area Lz 2x 2x 2 2

Area z Iz Er
Area z x 2x x 2

So shaded 4
2 zu x 31

area 4

and therefore the answer is

3 4 2 3 16

The tango is danced by couples each consisting of
One man and one woman At a dance evening Fewer

than 50 people were present At one moment 314 of

the men were dancing with 415 of the women How

many people were dancing at that moment

Suppose that in total there were M men and W women














































































































We have Mt W c 50 and

Zim Ew
ISM 16W

So M must be a multiple of 16 and W must

be a multiple of 15

M W Mtw
l
32 30 62 X

Hence there were 16 men and 15 Women
At the given moment 24 16 12 men and

45 15 12 women were dancing

So the total number of people dancing was 24
David wants to arrange the twelve numbers from 1
to 12 in a circle so that any two neighbouring numbers
differ by either 2 or 3 Which of the following pairs
of numbers have to be neighbours
A S and 8 1313 and 5 C 4 and 6

D 7 and 9 E 6 and 8
The I must be adjacent to 3 and 4
The 2 must be adjacent to 4 and 5

The 12 must be adjacent to 10 and 9

The 11 must be adjacent to 9 and 8

So we have groups 5 2 4 I 3 and 10 12 9 Il 8

The two remaining numbers are 6 and 7














































































































The 7 must be adjacent to the 5 and the 6 must

be adjacent to the 8 So the answer is 6 and 8

4 I 3
2 65 8
7 11
10
12 9

Some three digit integers have the Following property if

you remove the First digit of the number you get a perfect
square If you remove the last digit of the number you also
get a perfect square What is the sum of all the 3 digit
integers with this curious property
We can combine two digit squares starting with a certain
digit with two digit squares ending with a certain digit to
create 3 digit numbers with this property

List the 2 digit squares 16,25 36 49 64 81

We can use 16 for 816 and 164
We can't use 25
We can use 36 For 364
We can use 49 for 649
The numbers using 64 and 81 have already been listed

so the answer is

816 t 164 t 364 t 649 1993

A book contains 30 stories each starting on a new page
The lengths of the stories are 1,2 3 30 pages in some
order The First story starts on the First page What is the
largest number of stories that can start on an odd numbered














































































































page
A story with an even number of pages will start
on an odd page and Finish on an even page or

start on an even page and Finish on an odd page
A story with an odd number of pages will start on

an odd page and Finish on an odd page or start
on an even page and Finish on an even page
The book starts on an odd numbered page If we

place all Fifteen stories with an even number of
pages consecutively at the start of the book then

they will all start on odd pages
After that we have Fifteen stories with an odd
number of pages These will alternate between

starting on odd and even pages Since the First one

starts on an odd page there will be 8 starting on

odd pages and 7 starting on even pages

So the maximum number of stories which can start
on an odd page is 15 8 23














































































































An equilateral triangle starts in a given position and is
moved to new positions by a sequence of steps At each

step it is rotated clockwise about its centre at the First step

by 30 at the second step by a further 90 at the third

by a further 270 and in general at the nth step by a

further 5 How many different positions including
the initial

position will the triangle occupy

Step Rotationotall
O O
I 3
2 3 9 12
3 121 27 39
4 391 81 120
5 1201 243 363

Now note that 363 3 mod 360 so the triangle is
in the same position as step 1
Also the next amount that we would add onto the
rotation is 729 9 mod 360 and so the triangle will
continue rotating through the positions we've already seen

Furthermore note that an equilateral triangle has

rotational symmetry of order 3 so when rotated 1200

it looks identical to the initial position
So the total number of distinct positions is 4














































































































A long thin ribbon is folded in half lengthways then
in half again and then in half again Finally the folded
ribbon is cut through at right angles to its length forming
several strands The lengths of two of the strands are

4cm and 9cm Which of the following could not have
been the length of the original ribbon
A 52cm B 68cm C 72cm D 88cm E all are possible
Draw a diagram

3rd 2nd 3rd 1st 3rd 2nd 3rd
Fold Fold Fold Fold Fold Fold Fold

The red lines represent the cut
There will be 9 pieces of ribbon created two pieces of

length x pink three pieces of length 2x red and four
pieces of length y orange

The total length of the ribbon is
2x 312 1 thy 8x t 4g

asset x _4
Then 2x _8 and y 9
The total length is 8 4 t 4 9 321 36 68cm

Casely 27 4
Then 2 2 and y 9
The total length is 8 2 t 4 9 161 36 52cm

Case 3 y 4
Then we have two cases 2 9 or 2x 9
If k 9 then 2x 18 and so the total length of














































































































the ribbon is 8 9 t 4 4 72 16 88cm

If 22 9 then x 4.5 and so the total length of
the ribbon is 8 4.5 t














































































































A large triangle is divided into Four smaller triangles and
three quadrilaterals by three straight line segments The sum of
the perimeters of the three quadrilaterals is 25cm The sum

of the perimeters of the Four triangles is 20cm The perimeter

of the original triangle is 19cm What is the sum of the

lengths of the three straight line segments

Label the diagram

b

e c

m

n
a

k
h

d
g

j p

f e

The perimeter of the original triangle is

at b t c t d t e t f 19

The sum of the perimeters of the quadrilaterals is














































































































Atmtkty t Ctltn ti t j htp te 25

The sum of the perimeters of the Four triangles is

btmtltitptdtgt.fi j t k tr th 20

We want to Find the sum of the lengths of the three
straight line segments

T gthtitmtktj.tl thtp
Perform t

Atb t c t d t e t f t 2T 45
NOW subtract From this equation

2T 4S 19 26
T 13cm

Each cell of the 3 3 grid shown has placed in it
a positive number so that

in each row and column the product of the three
numbers is equal to 1
in each 2 2 square the product of the four
numbers is equal to 2

What number should be placed in the central cell

Label the cells as shown






















































































a b c

d e f

g h i

we have adg L abde 2

beh beef 2
cfi I degh 2

abc I efhi 2
def L

ghi L

So abde x beef 2 2

abc x def x be 4
be 4

Now beh I h 14

Also degh x efhi 2 2

def x ghi x eh 4
e x t 4

e 16


